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We consider the sums of m increasing products from a sequence (x t )~=l ,  
x oz denoted SPIn((t)  ~= 1)' We show that whenever N is part i t ioned into finitely many 
cells, one cell will contain a SPm((xt)~_l) for some sequence (x t )~- l .  We show 
further that given m ¢n  there is a two cell part i t ion of N so that  neither cell 
_ x co contains SP,((X~),~=I)USPm((y~),~=1) for any sequences ( ~),=1 and (Y~)~-1.  
© 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1976 Erd6s asked whether it is always possible, given a two cell parti- 
tion of N, to find one cell and an infinite subset all of whose "multilinear 
expressions... (where each variable occurs only once)" are in that cell. This 
question was answered in the negative in 1980 [3] when a counterexample 
was produced for a weaker assertion. That is the assertion that given a two 
cell partition of N, one cell has all finite products and pairwise sums from 
some infinite subset. 
In this paper we consider a special kind of multilinear expression, 
namely sums of a fixed number of products with indices in increasing order. 
That is given n ~ N and a sequence ( Yt t= 1 in N, we let 
SP~((Yt)t~=I)= {~ ]~ Yt: F1,F2,...,Fn 
= 1 t~£'k 
are finite nonempty subsets of N and for 
k~ { 1, 2, ..., n -  1}, max Fk < rain Fk+l}. 
We show in Section 2 that a partial affirmative answer to Erd6s' question 
does hold. That is given any n and any finite partition of N, there will exist 
)~  with SPn( )co some (Yt t=l Yt t=l) contained in some one cell of that 
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partition. In fact, we shall see that the sets SP,((yt)~=~) are themselves 
partition regular. 
In Section 3 we show that in a strong sense the results of Section 2 are 
best possible. That is given m ¢ n there is a two cell partition of N so that 
one cell does not contain SP~( Y t) ~= 1) for any sequence (y~) t~ 1 and the 
X co other cell does not contain SPIn((t)t=l)  for any sequence (x t ) t= l  
We make use of the fact that the operations ÷ and - on the set ~ of 
positive integers extend to the Stone-(2ech compactification fN  of N so 
that (fiN, +)  and (fiN, .) are both compact left topological semigroups 
(a semigroup (S, *) with a topology is called a left topological semigroup 
if for each x e S the function 2~ defined by 2~(y)=x*y  is continuous). 
Also note that given a finite partition of N we say that a subset A of 
is monochrome if the elements of A all lie in the same cell. 
2. PARTITION REGULARITY OF INCREASING SUMS OF PRODUCTS 
In this section we show that for each n, systems of the form 
SP,((y~) F= 1) are partition regular. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given sequences (X t ) t= 1 and (x't)t=l we say that 
(x~)~= 1 '   is a product subsystem of (xt)~=~ 1 if there is a sequence (F~)~=1 
of finite nonempty subsets of N such that for each t e N, max F t < min F t + 1 
and x't = I~i~r, xi. 
LEMMA 2.2. (a) I f  (x't)t~l is a product subsystem of (xt)t=l  and 
t! oo ~ x ''~°~ is a product subsystem of , o0 1, (xt)t= then (x t ) t= l  is a product \ t / t= l  
X co subsystem of ( t),=l. 
(b) Given any re  N, tf (x't)tZ1 is a product subsystem of (xt)t~=l 
then SPr((Xtt) ~z= 1) C SPr ( (Xt )  t= a)" 
! oo X co Proof (a) Let (xt)t=x be a product subsystem of ( t)t=l and let 
(x't')t~=x be a product subsystem of (x't)t~=l. So x'~=I~i~etxi and 
xy = I~t~ ~: x't, hence 
x;= II 17i x,. 
t sG j  i~Ft  
Let Bj = U t~aj Ft and note Bj is finite since Gj and Ft are finite. The 
U=I~i~Bjxi. Also maxBj<minB j+ l  since maxGj<minGj+l  and 
max F~ < rain Ft + 1. Hence ( x 7 ) ~- a is a product subsystem of (x t )  2o= 1. 
' ~ x ~ Pick (b) Let (xt)~=x be a product subsystem of ( ~) =a. 
P x' xaS r(( , ) t=0.  Hence 
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x= 1-1 x'~+ [ I  x ;+- - .  + H x't where 
t~H1 t~H2 tEHr 
max He < rain H~ + 1 for each i E { 1, ..., r - 1 } 
=gl II lq ,+ +II 
t~Hl t~Ft t~H2 iEFt t~Hr i~wt 
where max F, < rain Ft+ 1- Let Bj = 0 ~ Ft, for each j  = { 1, ..., r} and note 
Bj is finite since Hj and F~ are finite. So x=] - I~B~x~+[- I~x~+ ... + 
1-It ~B~ xt where max B i < min Bz+ 1, i = { 1 ..... r - 1 } since max H~ < rain Hi+ 1 
and max F~ < min Ft + 1- Hence x ~ SP~((xt)  ~= 1). I 
Given neN and q~flN one does not have in general that n.q= 
q+ ... +q  (n times). (For  example if p =p+p then p=p+p+ -.. +p  
(n times) but p¢n.p) .  Accordingly we introduce some new notation, 
a~(q), for the sum of q with itself n times. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given qef lN define a,(q)  for n~N by cr l (q)= q and 
cr, + ~(q) = a~(q) +q.  
THEOREM 2.4. Given any finite part it ion of N any re  N and any 
oo sequence (Y t )  ~°t=l, there is a product subsystem (x t ) t= l  such that 
SPr ( (x t )  t~l) is monochrome with respect to the given partition. 
Proof I f  r = 1 this follows from [ 1, Lemma 2.1 ] so we assume r > 1. 
Let a sequence (Y t ) t%l  be given. Now by [4, Lemma 2.4], 
Nj~lFP( (y t ) t~ j )  is a compact  subsemigroup of ( f iN, . )  so by [2, 
Corol lary 2.10] we can pick some q = q.q in (']j~ 1 FP( (y , )  t~=j). Now pick 
a member  A of the given finite partit ion such that A ~ a~(q). We show that 
there is a product subsystem (x~)  9= 1 of (y~)  ~o= 1with SP~ ((x~) ~ 1) c A. 
Let B1 = {x: A-x~ar_ l (q )} .  Let C1= {x: B~/x~q} and Z l= 1. Since 
A ~ a~(q) = ar ~(q) + q we have B1 ~ q. Since q = q. q we have C1 e q. Thus 
Ba c~ C t (~ FP((  Y i ) ~= ~) E q. Pick x 1 e B1 rn C1 c~ FP( ( yi ) i== z~). Pick F 1 
such that x~ =I~l~F~y~, and let za=maxF 1 + 1. Inductively, let v> 1 be 
given, and assume we have chosen for i ~ { 1, 2, ..., v - 1} B~, Ci, x~, F~ and 
z l ,z2 ..... z~suchthat  fo rce{ I ,2  .... , v - l} .  
(1) Ba6q, 
(2) Ca= {x: 
(3) xo:~B~C~nFP( (Y i ) i~) ,  
(4 )  Xc~=I~isF~Y i ,  
(5) Z~+x =maxF~ + 1, 
(6) If  0<c~<r-  1, 
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B~+ 1 =B~c~B~/x~c~ (('1~=l DI,~), where DI,~= 0{{x: A - 5Zti= 1FIt~ci Xt-- 
Xear- , - l (q)}:  for ie{1,2,. . . , /},  ~bCGi~ {1,..., ~} and i f /< / ,  max Gi< 
rain G,-+I} for 1 ~<l~<0~. 
(7) I f r -  1 ~<~, 
B~+I=B~c~BJx~c~(Of-~DI,~) where DI,~ is as above for 0</<r - l ,  
and Dr_1,~=f~{A-~,;Z_11Ht~Gxt: for ie{1 ,2 , . . . , r -1} ,  qbCGi= 
{1 .... ,0~} and if i<r -  1, max Gi<min G~+I}. 
We now show by induction on IG[ that if ~b ¢ G= {1, 2, ..., v -1}  and 
~=minG,  then Ht~oxteBT.  If IGI=I ,  G={~} and xyEBy. Assume 
]G[>I.  Let G '=G\{7} and 0~=minG'. We have ]-I,~a, xteB~= 
By+l ~ B~/x~. Hence I~GxtEBy .  
We show that D~,~_leq for l<<,l<min{r,v}. We claim first that 
D~, ~_ 1 ~ q. Given ~b ~ G = { 1 .... , v - 1 }, let ?~ = min G. Hence 1FI~ o x~ e B~ = 
B1. So A- I I~ox~ea,_ l (q ) .  Hence {x:A- I~ ,~ax , -Xear_2(q)}  eq. 
As there are are only finitely many choices for G, one has N{{x:A-  
Z,~Gx, -Xear_z (q )} :~¢G~{1,2  ..... v-1}}eq,  that is Dl,~_~eq. 
Now let /E {1, 2, ..., r -  2} be given with l<v-1 .  We now claim 
Dl+l,~-leq. Let OvaG1, G2,. . . ,G~+l~{1,. . . ,v-1} be given where 
maxG~<minG~+l.  Let j=minG~+l .  Hence I-[t~a~+~xt~B~=D~,~_l 
since v -  1 ~>j 1> l+ 1. So A -  5Z~=1 l-[~o~ x~- ] -L~+I  x~ear-~-l(q), that 
is A- -~+_~l - [ t~o~xt~_ l_ l (q ) .  Hence if l+ l<r -1 ,  {x:A-  
~-~+___l 1 ]-ItaGiXt--X~r_l_2(q)} ~q. If l+  1 =r - -  1, A -'~-~+__11 I-[t¢GixtGq. 
Therefore Dl+ 1, v - 1 ~ q since we have only finitely many G;s. 
Let B~ be as required by (6) or (7). By hypothesis (1) B~_I~ q. Since 
x~_l~C,_ l  one has B~_l/x ~ ~q.  Thus B~¢q. Let C~={x:Bdx~q}.  
Pick x~¢B~r~C~FP((yg>z~=~) (which is in q because q=q.q  and 
q~ NjC~=x FP((yi>~=~)). Pick F~_~ {z~, z~+ 1, z~+2, ...} such that x~= 
I-L~F, Yi and let z~+~=maxF~+l .  Finally if v '<r -1  let B~+I=B~c~ 
BJx~m (~'/= 1 D~,~) and if v >~r- 1 let B~+ I = B~m BJx~m ((']~12_~ D~,~). 
The induction is now complete. Given any v we have max F~ < 
z~+ 1 ~< rain F~+ ~ so that (xt)  ~= 1 is a product subsystem of (Yt)  ~= 1. To 
see that SPr ( (Xt ) t= l )~A,  let G1, G~ ..... G~ be finite nonempty subsets of 
N such that for i~{1,2 , . . . , r -1}  one has maxGg<minGi+t .  Let 
7=minGr  and note that ?~>r. Then I l t~axteB~,~-Dr_l,~_l so 
]-It~a~xt eA-~.i=~-I I~t~GiXt and hence ~i=lr i~t~oxteA as required. | 
We now observe that we have in fact shown that systems of the form 
~)  SP~((y~) ~=1 are partition regular. 
COROLLAgY 2.5. Let (Yt )  t= 1 be a sequence in N and let r E N. I f k  ~ 
c k ..., k} and sequence and SPr( ( Yt) t= 1) - U j= 1 Bj, then there exist j E { 1, 2, a 
(Xt)t°V=l such that SPr((xt)t=a)~_Bj. 
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= \ k B j, Then by Theorem 2.4 we can pick Proof Let Bk+l N U j=l 
X co a sequence ( ~)t=l which is a product subsystem of (Yt)~=x and 
some je  {1, 2 , . . . ,k+ 1} such that SP~((xt)~=l)c_Bj. By Lemma 2.2, 
Ser((Xt)t°~_ 1)~SPr((Yt)t=l) so j¢k  + 1. I 
3. DISTINGUISHING SPm((Xt) ~= 1) FROM SEn( (Y t )  t°°= 1) 
Throughout his section we fix m and n in N with m > n. We show, in 
Theorem 3.16, that we can find a finite partition of N such that no cell 
X co contains SPm((~)~=1) U SP((yt)~°°__l) for any sequences (x~)F= 1 and 
(Yt )  t%1. Since rn > n we may pick a prime p and an integer k such that 
pklm , pkJ/n and pk+l J~m. These, too, will be held fixed throughout this 
section. 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
Ao= {pJ: j < co}. 
A 1 = {xE [~\Ao:p2J<)c<p 2j+1/2 for somejs  co}, 
A2 -~ {x e N\Ao: p 2j+ 1/2 < x <p2j+ l for somej e co}, 
A3 = {x e N\Ao: p aj+ 1 < x <p2j+ 3/2 for somej s 0)}, 
A4 = {x e N\Ao: p2j+ 3/2 < x <p2j+2 for someje  co}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Given xs  N pick a(x) s N with pa(X) <<x<pa(X)+l and 
choose (~(x, ~,/t=o'~\~(x) in {0, 1, . . . ,p - l}  such that x=2~(=x)oS(x, t)pq Let 
b(x) =max{t<a(x): 6(x, t) ¢0} (where b(x) -- -1  if x =6(x, a(x)).p~(X)), 
c(x) =max{t<a(x): ~(x, t )Cp-1} (where c(x)= -1  if each ~(x, t )= 
p -1  for t<a(x)) and d(x)=min{t<~a(x):6(x,t)~aO}=max{t:ptlx}. 
Let l(x) =fi(x, a(x)). Let )~(x) = [{t: fi(x, t) ~a0} I.
One should note that a(x), b(x), c(x), and d(x) are respectively the 
positions of the leftmost nonzero digit, the next to leftmost nonzero digit, 
the leftmost digit below p -1  to the right of a(x) and the rightmost 
nonzero digit of x when x is written in base p without leading zeros. And 
l(x) is the leading digit of x in base p, and 2(x) is the number of nonzero 
digits in x. So if x=304130 and p=5,  then a(x)=5,  b(x)=3,  c(x)=4,  
d(x) = 1 and l(x)= 3. The cells which we will considering are based on 
{Ao, A 1, A2, A3,A4} which is a partition of N. Then A0 and A2 are 
divided into the congruence classes of ZpM. A 3 is divided into 2p k+l parts: 
the classes of Zpk+~ which are divided into D and N\D where D -- { Z mr= 1zt: 
each zteA o and Z l<Z2< .-. <z~}. A 4 is divided into 2p k+l parts: the 
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classes of 7/pk+~ which are further divided into L1 and [~\L 1 where 
L I={ t=lz,: for each t~{1,2, m}, d(zt)>a(z,)-c(zt) and if t> l ,  
a(z,) - c(z,) > a(z,_ 1)}. A 1 is divided into 8p k+ 1 parts namely the classes of 
Zp~+l which are divided by D and N\D which are further divided by L 2 
and NkL 2 where L2={Et=lZ , :  for each t~{1,2  .... ,m}, d(z,)>a(z,)-  
b(zt) and if t > 1, a(z,) - b(zt) > a(z t_ 1)} and finally divided by E and N\E 
where E = {x: 2(x) = m}. 
Given a partition P we write x ~y(mod P) to mean that x and y are in 
the same cell of P. We now define more precisely a partition P of N. 
DEFI~a'ION 3.3. Define P by agreeing that x ~y(mod P) if and only if 
(1) x~y(mod{Ao, A1,A2, A3,A4}), 
(2) x=-ymodp k+l, 
(3) if x, yEA 1UA3, then x,.~y(mod{D, NkD}), 
(4) if x, ysA1,  then x~y(mod{L  2, N\L2}), 
(5) if x, y~A4, then x~y(mod{L1, NkL1}), 
(6) ifx, yeA1 then x~ymod{E,  NkE}. 
We will often be working with a sequence (x~)2= 1 such that we have 
assumed that SPm((X~)~°=I) (or SP,((x~);°=I)) is monochrome with 
respect o P. We will say things like "we can assume that for every x and 
y in FP((xt)  t~= i), x and y have the same two leftmost digits in their base 
p extension." The justification is that we can by Theorem 2.4 (with r = 1) 
x ~ with FP((x't)~=l) choose a product subsystem (x'~)F_ 1 of ( t ) t=l  
monochrome with respect o the partition based on the two leftmost digits 
! cO oo  ! base p. Since SPm((Xt)~=I)~_SPm((X~)t=I) we have that SPm((x~)~°=l) 
remains monochrome with respect o P, if SPm((Xt) ~ ) t = 1 was. 
[,EMMA 3.4. (a) I f  x, y ~ A 1, then a(xy) = a(x) + a(y). 
(b) I f  x, y ~ A4, then a(xy) = a(x) + a(y) + 1. 
Proof (a) 
p2j < x <p2j+ 1/2 
p2f < y <p2f+ 1/2 
SO 
hence 
p2j+2f<xy <p2j+2f+ 1 
a(xy) = 2j + 2 f  
= a(x) + a(y).  
SO 
hence 
(b) 
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We have 
pZj+ 3/2 < x <pZj+2 
p2f + 3/2 < y <p2f+2 
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p2(j+f+ 1)+ l < xy <p2(j+f+ 1) +2 
a(xy) = 2(j +f+ 1) + 1 
=2 j+ 1 +2f+ 1+ 1 
= a(x) + a(y)  + 1. 
As we remarked earlier, we can assume that all members of FP((xt)oo ) t= l  
have the same two leftmost digits base p. 
LEMMA 3.5. I f  FP( ( x t )  ,~= 1) ~ As, then we can presume that I(x) = 1 for 
every x E FP( ( x t )  t= 1). 
Proof By Theorem 2.4 we can assume that l(x) is constant for 
x~FP( (x t )~_ l ) .  Let l be the constant value of l(x) for x~FP( (x t )~_ l ) .  
Pick x, y , xy ~ FP( ( x , ) ~_ ~ ). 
Then 
and 
so we have 
lp a(x~ <~x < ( /+ 1)p a(x~, 
Ip a(y) <~ y < ( l+ 1)p a(y), 
Ip a(xy~ <~ xy < (l + 1 ) pa(xy), 
12pa(XY~<~ xy < (l + 1 )2 pa(Xy), 
since a(xy)= a(x)+ a(y) by Lemma 3.4. 
So 
lZp a~xy~ < ( l+ 1)p a(:'y~ 
hence 
12 < I+  1 
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and so 
Therefore 
LEMMA 3.6. 
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12~1. 
/=1.  II 
I f  FP ( (x t )  ~ ) ~A 4 then we can presume that l(x) =p-  1 t=l  
for every xeFP( (x , )  2=l). 
Proof By Theorem 2.4 we will assume that l(x) and d(x, a(x) - 1) are 
X oo constant for xeFP( ( t ) t= l ) .  Let l be the constant value of l(x) and s be 
the constant value of d(x, a(x) - 1). Pick x, y, xy e FP( ( x t )  ~= 1). Then 
ipa(~ + spa(X~- l ~ x < Ip a(~ + (s + 1 ) p'~(~ - 1, 
lp a(y) + sp a(y)-  I ~ y< lp a(y) + (S + 1) p a(y)-l, 
and 
Ipa(Xy) ..~ spa(xy) -- 1 ~ Xy < lp a(xy) "~- (S "~- 1 ) pa(Xy~ - 1 
and we have 
12pa(xy)- 1+ 21spa(Xy) 2 + s2pa(xy) - 3 <~ xy  < 12p a(xy) 1 
2/(s+ 1)pa(Xy)-2 + (S+ l )2p  a(xy) 3 
since a(xy) = a(x) + a(y) + 1 by Lemma 3.4. Hence 
lp.(Xy~ + spa(Xy~ - 1 < 12pa(Xy~ 1 + 21(s + 1 ) pa(Xy~ 2 + (S + 1)2 pa(Xy~ - 3 
dividing by pa(Xy~-3 we have 
lp 3 + sp 2 < 12p 2 + 21(s + 1)p + (s+ 1) e. 
So 
p4/4 _p2 <p4/4 _p2 + 12p2 + 21(s + 1) p + (s + 1 )2 _ ip3 _ sp2 
= [s + (1 + lp --p2/2)]2 
hence 
Note 
p4/4 _p2  < IS + ( l  q- [p - -p2/2)  ] 2". 
O~s~p- -1  
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so 
hence 
(1) 
or 
1 + lp -p2/2 <~ s + ( 1 + lp -p2/2) ~ (l + 1) p -p2/2, 
Is+(1 +lp-p2/2)]2<<. [( /+ 1)p-p2/2]  2 if s+ 1 +lp-p2/2>~O 
(2) [s+(1 +lp-p2/2)]2<.(1 +lp -p2/2)  2 if s+ 1 +lp-p2/2<<.O. 
If (1) holds, we have 
[( /+ 1)p -p2/212 > _p2 +p4/4 due to (*) above 
so (l+ 1)2p 2 - ( l+ 1)p 3 +p4/4 > _p2 +p4/4 ' 
( l+ 1)2p2- (/+ 1)p3> _p2. 
(l+ 1)2p2>(l+ 1)p3-p 2, 
and 
Thus 
SO 
Therefore, 
1 
l+ 1 >p. - - -  
1+1 
l+ l>p-1  
l>~p- 1. 
l=p- -1 .  
If (2) holds we have (1 + I p -p2 /2)2> -p2+p4/4,  again by (*) so 
1 + 12p 2 +p4/4 + 2lp _p2 _ lp3 > _p2 +p4/4 ' 
and hence 
Then 
12p 2 > Ip 3 - -  1 - -  21p. 
1 2 
l> p lp 2 p, 
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that is 
[1 +2lp5 
We have 2lp 2 - 21p - 1 >p2 __ 21p + l 2 >1 0 
SO 
1 + 2lp < 2. 
lp 2 
Hence 
l>p- -2  
SO 
l>~p-- 1. 
Therefore 
l=p- l .  
We now present several lemmas based on similar lemmas in [ 3 ]. 
LI~MMA 3.7. (a) Let FP( (x t )  ~=l) cA1.  We may presume that for each 
x~FP( (x t ) t= l )  and all ~co ,  b(x) >>, o: if and only if x>~p a(x~ +pL 
(b) Let FP( (x t )~=I )cA  4. We may presume that for each 
x~FP( (x~) t~ l )  and o:~o9, c(x)>>,c~ if and only t.fx <p a(x~+l -p~.  
Proof (a) By Lemma 3.5 we can assume that l (x )= 1 for every 
x~FP( (x t ) t= l ) .  Now assume b(x)>>,~. Recall x=Y~(=~of(X,t)pt, and 
b(x) = max{t  < a(x): ~(x, t) v a 0}. 
Now x = pa(~ + S~bt(=X~o 6( x, t) pt. So x >>. p"(~) + pb(x) >/ pa(X) + p~. 
Next assume x >~p"(~)+pL Then 
b(x) 
p~ +pa(X) <~ x =pa(X) + ~ fi(x, t) pX <pa(X) +pb(x)+ 1
t=0 
SO p~ < pb(X) + 1. Hence  b( x ) ~ ~. 
(b) By Lemma 3.6 we can assume that l (x )=p- -1  for each 
x ~ FP( (x t )  ~= 1)- Assume c(x) >>. o: and recall c(x) = max{ t < a(x): 6(x, t) 
p - 1 }. Now 
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a(x) c(x) 
X= ~, (p -  l )p '+  Z d(x, t)p t 
t=c(x )+ l  t--O 
c(x) 
=pa(~)+l __p~(X)+l + ~ 6(X, t)p ~ 
t--O 
<p~(X) + ~ _p~(~)+ 1 + (p _ 1) p~(~) 
=pa(x) + 1 __pC(X) 
<< p~(X) + ~ __ p~. 
Now assume x < pa(x) + 1 _ p% Then 
SO 
c(x) 
pa(~)+~ _p,>x=p~(~)+l  _pC(~)+~ + ~ d(x, t)p t 
t=0 
~pa(X)  4-1 __pC(X) + 1 
p~(~) +1 _p~ >p~(X) + 1 _pC(X) 4- 1 
hence p~(~) +l >p~. Therefore c(x) >1 o~. I 
Recall if {x,y} cA~,  then a(xy)=a(x)+a(y)  and if {x,y} cA4,  then 
a(xy)=a(x)+a(y)+ 1 by Lemma 3.4. Hence we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8. (a) I f  F is a finite subset of A 4 and FP(F )c  A4, then 
a(HF) = IF [ -  1 --k~-~x~Fa(X) 
(b) I f  F is a finite subset of A1 and FP(F )cA1 ,  then a(IIF)= 
Zx~Fa(x). 
LI~MMA 3.9. (a) I f  FP((xt)~=l)  cA4,  then we may presume that for 
all x, y, if { x, y, x.  y} ~_ FP( (x  t )t= l) we have a(xy) - c(xy) <<. a(x) - c(x). 
(b) I f  FP ( (x t}t= l )CA1,  then we may presume that for all x,y, if 
{x, y, x .y} c_FP((x~)t~=l) we have a (xy) -b (xy)  <~a(x)-b(x). 
Proof (a) Let {x ,y ,x .y}  =FP( (x t}~_ l ) thena(xy)=a(x)+a(y)+ l .  
Now we can assume x<pa(x)+l-pc(x) and y<pa(y)+l_p~.(y) by 
Lemma 3.7(b). So xy <pa(Xy)+ i __pa(y)+c(x)+ i __pa(X)+c(y)+ l + pC(X)+C(,) < 
pa(Xy) + 1 __pa(y) + c(x) + 1 Thus by Lemma 3.7(b) c(xy) >1 a(y) + c(x) + 1 = 
a(xy) - a(x) + c(x). Therefore a(xy) - c(xy) <,% a(x) - c(x). 
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(b) Let {x,y, x .y}  cFe( (x , )~=l )  cA  1. Then a(xy)=a(x)  +a(y). 
We can assume x >~p"(~)+pb(~ and y )pa(y )+pb(y)  by Lemma 3.7(a). So 
Xy >/ pa(Xy) ._[_pa( y) + b(x) _.}_pa(X) +b( y) .q_ pb(x) + b( y) > pa(Xy) + pa( y) + b(x). 
Hence by Lemma 3.7(a) b(xy) >~ a( y) + b(x) = a(xy) - a(x) + b(x). | 
The following 1emma is a consequence of Lemma 3.9. 
LEMMA 3.10. (a) I f  F is a finite subset of FP((xt)t~=l) and FP(F)~_ 
FP( ( xt)  ~= 1) ~ A4 and x ~ F, then we can presume that a( HF) - c( HF) <<. 
a(x)  - e(x) .  
(b) I f  F is a finite subset of FP((xt)~=l)  and FP(F )~ 
FP( ( xt)  t= 1) = A 1 and x ~ F then we can presume that a(lIF) - b(HF) <<, 
a(x) -b (x) .  
LEMMh 3.11. (a) I f  FP((xt)~=l)  ~ A4, then {a(x) - e(x): x~ 
FP( ( xt)  t= 1)} is unbounded. 
(b) I f  rP ( (x t ) t= l )~A1,  then {a(x ) -b (x ) :x~rP( (x t )~=l )  } is 
unbounded. 
Proof (a) Suppose not. We choose a product subsystem such that the 
supposition of Lemma 3.7 is valid. Then there are some ~ in N and some 
Bs[{xt :  teN}]  ~° such that a(x) -c (x )=e whenever xeB.  Pick d in N 
such that ( (p~+l_  1)/p~+l)a<< lip. Pick F in [B] a and let a= Zx~Fa(x). 
By Lemma 3.8(a), a(HF) = a + d -  1 and hence pa + d- 1 <~ HF. But we have 
for each x in F, by Lemma 3.7(b), x <pa(X)+l_pC(X~ =pa(X)+l_p~(X~ = 
p,~(~)-O,(p~+l _ 1). Hence HF < pa-~(p~+l _ 1)d = p,~-~,a((p~+l _ 1)a/ 
( p~ + i )a)( p~ + 1)a <~ pa-~,a . pO, a + a-1 =p,+ a- 1, a contradiction. 
(b) Suppose not. We choose a product subsystem such that the 
supposition of Lemma 3.7 is valid. Then there are some ~ in ~ and some 
B ~ [ {x,: t ~ ~ } ] ~o such that a(x) - b(x) = cc whenever x ~ B. Pick d in 
such that ((p~+ 1)/p~')a>~p. Pick F in [B] a and let a=Z~Fa(x) .  By 
Lemma 3.8(b), a(HF)=a and hence HF<p a+l. But we have for each x 
in F by Lemma 3.7(a), x >~pa(~) +pb(~) =p,(~) _{_pa(X)-~ =pa(X)-~(pO~ ._}_ 1). 
Hence HF>~pa-°'a(p~ + 1)a =p~-~((p~+ 1)a/(p~,)a). (p~)a >~p~-~+~.p~a = 
p~ + 1, a contradiction. I 
LEM~ 3.12. (a) [ f  x, y~A2,  then xy( iA  2. 
(b) I f  x, y~A3,  then xyCA3. 
Proof (a) Let x ,y~A2.  We have 
p2j+ 1/2 < x <p2j+ 1 
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and 
pZf+ 1/2 < y <p2f+ 1 
hence 
p2(j+f)+l <xy<p2(j+f)+2. 
Therefore 
xy~A3uA4. 
(b) Let x ,y~A 3. We have 
p2j + 1 < x < p2j + 3/2 
and 
p2f+ 1 < y <p2f+3/2 
hence 
p2(j+f+ 1) < xy <p2(j+f+ 1) + 1 
Therefore 
xy~AlwAa.  
LEMMa 3.13. [f SPm((X~) ~ ) o~ t=l w SP,( ( Yt)t=l ) is contained in the same 
cell of  the partition P, then the x;s and y,'s are divisible by p. 
Proof First we can assume that all elements of FP( (x t ) t~ I), are con- 
gruent mod p~ ÷ 1 and all elements of FP( (Y t )  t~)= 1 are congruent mod pk + 1 
by Theorem 2.4. Therefore, the elements of SPm((Xt)~=I) must be con- 
X o~ gruent to 0 modp k, since pk lm.  Also SPIn( ( t ) t= l )USPn( (Y t ) t~ l )  is 
monochrome with respect o 7/p~+1. So the elements of SPn((yt)F=I) are 
congruent o 0 modp k. Hence since the yt's are assumed to be in the same 
class b in 2pk+l, we have pk [ nb. 
Therefore, p ] b since pk ~/n. So p [Yt for each t. So we can produce a sub- 
system of (y , ) t~ l  in which the terms of the sequence are all divisible by 
k+ 1. (Let y ,=n(k+1~(t+l)  I lj=(k+l)t lYj)" Hence we can assume that the yt's are 
divisible by pk+l  So the elements of SPn((yt)~=l)  are congruent to 
0 modp k+ 1 Therefore, the elements of SP,~((x,)~=I) must be congruent 
to 0 modp k+ 1. And since the x,'s are assumed to be in the same class c in 
Ypk+~, we have pk+l [ inc. Therefore, p [ c since pk+l ~m. Hence p I xt, for 
each t. | 
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LEMMA 3.14. Given a sequence (xt)o~ t~ l  
(a) I f  p [x~ then there is a product subsystem (x't)t~l of (xt)t~a 
such that d(x't) > a(x't_ 1), for all t. 
(b) I f  p l xt then there is a product subsystem (x~')~=l of (x , )~= 1 
such that d(1--L~F~X~') > a(1--[t~F~X~') whenever Fi, Fj are finite nonempty 
subsets of ~ and max F: < min F~. 
! " " F Proof (a) Let x'~ = x~. Inductively, given xt = ~ x: with t= max , 
let x't + ~ = ~= i+ 1 x~. Since p [ x:, we have that p~(~ + 1 I x', + 1. Hence 
d(x't+ a) >~a(x'~) + 1. 
(b) First pick (x't)t~l as guaranteed by (a). Let 
x ' ;= x'~ 
x'; = x'~. 
Let x~ be the first element in the sequence (x't)t~=~ such that 
. rr - / X ~ \ 0o d(x~) > a(xlx2). For t > 3 let xt be te first element in the sequence \ t / t= 1 
r! t ! .  X t x" ~ This exists since d(x'~)>a(~-1). The such that d(x';)>a(xlx2 .. ~-lJ. 
sequence (xT)  F= 1 is a product subsystem of (x~) ~ 1 by Lemma 2.2 since 
it is a product subsystem of (x '~)~.  Let F; and F~ be nonempty finite sub- 
sets of ~ and maxF:<minFv  Let c=minF i .  So d(x~)>a(]~,~x;') by
Xtt  ~ construction. Hence d(]-It~Fi t ) > a(I~t~F~ x't'). | 
LEMMA 3.15. For r~ ~ let SPr((xt) ~ ) be monochrome with respect o t= l  
P. Assume p [ xt for each t and FP((x t) ~= 1) = Ai for i ~ {0, 1, 4} 
p o~ 
(a) if i#O, then S r ( (x t ) t= l )CA i  
(b) / f i=0 ,  then SPr((Xt~ ~t=I)~AI~A3. 
Proof SPx((x~) ~= ~) = FP((xt)  t~ x) we may presume r ~> 2. 
(a) Pick s in ~ such that pl/~<l+p-2. We are given that 
SP~((x~,~=I) is monochrome with respect o ~z so in order to show that 
SP~((x,)t=I)=A~ it is enough to show that SP~((x,)~=I) Ai¢fZL Let 
y = x~_ i + x~ 2 + "'" + x2 + x~. We may assume (for instance by Lemma 
3.14) that for all t >~ r, a(xt) > a(y) + 3, so that y <p~(X,~-3. 
Now assume i= 1. Observe that for some t~ {r+ 1, r+2,  ..., r+s} one 
has  x t <pa(Xt )÷ l / s .  (Otherwise letting a = Y~__+~+ 1 a(xt) one has 1~+=~+ 1xt 
p~+I so r3~+~..xtCA1) Then x~+y~SPr( (x j )~l ) .  Also a(xt+Y)= l& t=r+l  " ~ 
a(xt) ÷ 1Is a(xt) 3 a(xt) a(xt) a(xt) and xt+y< p +P <P +p _ +pa(Xt)-3<pa(~,)+a/2 
(since (1 +p-2  +p-3)2  <p)  so xt +y  ~ A1. 
Next assume i=4.  By Lemma 3.14 we may presume d(x~)>a(y), so 
a(x~+ y) =a(xr).  Then x~+ y> Xr>p "~+~/~ SO Xr+ yEA4. 
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(b) Let y=x~_ l+x~_2+ . . .  Avx2-~-x1 .  We may assume a(x~)> 
a(y) + 3. Then x,. + y =p,(Xr) + p~(X~ 0 + ... + p~(~ SO a(xr + y) = a(x~) and 
x~ + y <~p~(~") +p~(X,.) - 3 <p~(~,) + 1/2 ]1 
We are now prepared to prove the main result of this section. 
) oo such THEOREM 3.16. There do not exist sequences (x~) t= 1 and ( y~ , = 1 
X that SP, ( (  ~),=l)WSPm((yt)t~=l) is monochrome with respect to the 
partition P. 
Proof Suppose we have such sequences. By Theorem 2.4 we can 
assume FP((x~)2=I) and FP(( )~  Yt t=l) are each contained in one cell of 
the partition {A0, A1, A2, A3, A4}, (though not necessarily the same cell). 
By Lemma 3.12 neither could be contained in A2 or A 3. Hence we have the 
following 9 cases to consider. 
Case 1. FP((x,)9=I)  
Case 2. FP ( (x t ) t~ l )  
Case 3. FP((xt)t~=l) 
Case 4. FP(~xt)t~=l) 
Case 5. FP( ( xt)  ~ ) t=l 
Case 6. FP((x,)~=I) 
Case 7. FP((xt)~=l)  
Case 8. FP((xt)~=l) 
Case 9. FP((x~)~_~) 
u FP( (Y , )  ~=~)cAo. 
)~ )=A~ uFP( (y t  t=l 
u FP) ( (y t )  t~= 1) ~- A4" 
A 0 and FP( ( Yt ) ~=°~ 
cA~ and FP((y,)2= 
cAo  and FP((yt)~= 
cA4 and FP(( Yt)~t= 
cA 1 and FP(( Yt)~t= 
cA4 and FP((y~)~= 
1)wA1. 
1)~Ao • 
I )~A4 . 
1)cAo.  
1)~A4 .
1)CAl .  
Cases 6, 7, 8, and 9 lead to a contradiction by Lemma 3.15. As for 
case 1, if FP((xt ) ,~=l)WFP((yt )~=l)CAo,  we have SPm((Xt)7=I)U 
sP( (  ) ~ = Yt ,= I )cA1  wA3 by Lemma 3.15. But SPm((x, )  ~ 1)cD whereas 
SPAyy>?=I) ~ ~\D. 
We now show (I): I f FP ( (x , )~=l )~A1,  then SPm((X, )~=I)~L 2. 
To see this observe that by Lemmas 3.13, 3.14(a), and 3.10(b) we 
may assume d(x, + 1 . x,) > d(xt + l) > a(xt) > a(xt) - b(xt) >- a(xt + l . xt) - 
b(x,+~.xt). Hence we can assume that a(x , ) -b (x t )<d(xt )  for each t. 
And we have {a(x,) -b(xt) :  tEN} is unbounded by Lemma 3.11. So 
we can assume that a(xt+l) -b(X,+l)>a(xt) .  Therefore, we have 
SPm((Xt)~=l)CL2 sincexm+Xm 1+ "'" +x l~L2 .  
Case 5. If FP( ( xt)  L I) = A1 and FP( ( y , )  ~=~) c Ao, then SPm( Xt) ~=l) 
A ~ and SP, ( (Y t )  t = 1) ~ A 1 w A 3 by Lemma 3.15. We can assume that 
SP,((yt)F=I) cA1; otherwise, we are done. By (I) we have SPm((Xt)~C=l) c 
L 2. But SP~,((yt)t~=l)~L2 . Since for xeL2,  X=Zm+Zm_~+""  +Zl 
where for t > 1, d(z,) > a(zt 1)- Hence each member of L2 has at least m 
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nonzero digits while each member of SPn((yt)~=l) has only n nonzero 
digits. 
X Case 3. If  FP ( (  t ) t= l )uFP( (y t )~=l )cA4 we have by Lemmas 3.13, 
3.14(a), and 3.10(a) that we may assume d(xt+ 1" xt) > d(xt+ 1) > a(xt) > 
a(xt) - c(x~) >~ a(xt+ 1" x t ) -  c(ct+ 1" xt). Hence we can assume that each 
a(xt) - c(xt) < d(xt) and similarly each a(Yt) - c(Yt) < d(Yt). Next observe 
that {a(x~)-c(xt): t~ N} and {a(yt) -c(yt) :  tEN} are unbounded by 
Lemma 3.11(a). So we can assume that a(xt+l)-C(Xt+l)>a(xt)  and 
a(Yt+ 1) -  c(yt+ 1) > a(yt). Hence we have that SPm((xt)  ~=1) ~ L1 since 
Xm .-]- X m 1.- ]- ... + x~ e L 1 . 
As a consequence we must have SP,((yt)t~=l)cL1.  Hence we have 
Y ,+ "'" +Yl eL1. So pick Zl, ..., Zm such that yn+ -.- +Yl =Zm+ "" +Zl 
where d(zm)>a(Zm)-C(Zm)>a(zm_l)>d(zm_l)>a(Zm_l)-C(Zm_l)>... > 
d(zl) > a(zl) - c(zl). 
Now pick the first ~ and/~ starting from the left where a(y~) = a(z~) and 
d(y~) ¢d(z/O. This must occur since m>n.  Hence we have case A 
where d(y~,)< d(zp) and case B where d(y~)> d(z/~). The following case 
illustration may be helpful; * means a nonzero digit in base p. 
a(zp) d(z~) a(z/~_ 1) d(z/~_ 1) 
(A) * * 
a(y~) d(--~) 
(B )  * * * 
a(y~) d(y~) ff(Y~-l). 
Now consider case A. If c(zp) lies between a(zp) and d(z~), then clearly 
a(zp)-  c(z~)= a(y~) -  c(y~) since we must have the same digits in corre- 
sponding positions for Yn + "" + Yl and z m + ... + zl when written in base 
p. But if c(z/~) lies just to the right of d(zp), which will occur if the digits 
are p -  1 from a(zp) to d(z~), and a(z/~_ 1) is also to the immediate right of 
d(zp), then c(y~) can lie to the right of a(z~_ 1) (since a(zp_ a) might be the 
position for p - 1 ) in which case a(zp) - c(z~) < a(y~) - c(y~,). Therefore, 
we have d(y~) <~a(z~_l) < a(zp) -c(z~)  <~a(y~) -c (y~)  < d(y~), a contra- 
diction. As for case B if c(y~) lies between a(y~) and d(y~), then 
a(y~)-c(y~) =a(zp) -c (zp) .  And if c(y~) is to the immediate right of 
d(y~), which will occur if the digits are p -  1 from a(y~) to d(y~), and 
a(y~ 1) is just to the right of d(y~) then c(zp) can lie to the right of 
a(y~ 1) (since p -1  may be in the a(y~ 1) position) in which case 
a(y~,) - e(y~) < a(z/~) - e(zp). Therefore, we have d(zp) <~ a(y~_ 1) < a(y~) -
c(y~) <~ a(z~) - c(zB) < d(zp), a contradiction. 
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X oO Case 2. If FP( ( t ) t= l )  wFP((yt )~=l)  cA1  we have by Lemmas 3.13, 
3.14(a) and 3.10(b) that we may assume d(x,+ 1" x,) > d(x,+ l) > a(x~) > 
a(xt) - b(x,) >t a(x,+ 1" x,) - b(x,+ 1" x,). Hence we can assume that each 
a(xt) - b(xt) < d(x,) and similarly each a(y,)  - b(Yt) < d( Yt)- Now observe 
that {a(x,)-b(x,) :  teN} and {a(y, ) -b(y , ) :  teN} are unbounded by 
Lemma 3.11(b). So we can assume that a(x~+l)-b(xt+l)>a(xt)  and 
a(  Y t  + 1) - -  b (  Y t  + 1 ) > a (Yt ) .  Hence we have that SP( (x t )  ~o= 1) c L2 since 
Xrn -~- Xm_ l AV . . .  + xa  E L 2. 
Hence we must have SPn((yt)t~=l)~L2 . Therefore we have yn+ 
y,_~ + .-. +y~ eL2. So pick zl, ..., z,~ such that y~+ ' ' ' y l=Zm+ "'" +Z~ 
where d(zm)>a(z~)-b(zm)>a(Zm_l)>d(zm 1)>a(z~_l) -b(z~_l)> "" > 
d(zl) > a(z l ) -  b(z1). 
Now pick the first ~ and fl starting from the left where a(y~) = a(z~) and 
d(y~) ¢d(z~). This will occur since m >n.  Hence we have case A where 
d(y~) < d(z~) and case B where d(y~) > d(z~). The following illustration of 
cases may be helpful where * means a nonzero digit in base p. 
a(z~) b(z~) d(z~) a(zp 1) 
(A) * * 
a(y~) b(y~) 
(B )  * * * * 
a(y~) b(y~) d(y~) a(~-~_1) 
or * * * 
a(y~) b(y~)=d(y~) a(~S_l). 
Observe that the yt's are not single digits since the FP((yt)t~= 1) ~ A1. 
Also z~ is not a single digit since then one would have d(z~)=a(zp)< 
a(z~) + 1 =a(z/~)-b(z~).  Thus in either case A or B we have a(zp)-  
b(zl~ ) = a(y~) - b(y~). In Case A we have d(z~) <~ a(z~ _ 1) < a(z~) - b(z~) = 
a(y~)-b(y~)<d(y~),  a contradiction. In case B, we have d(z~)~ 
a( y~ 1) < a( y~) - b( y~) = a( z ,~) - b( z ~) < d( z ~), a contradiction. 
X ov Now we show (II): I f FP ( (  t)t=l)~A1, then SPn((x~)~_i)f~E. 
Suppose instead that SP,((x~)9=1) c__ E. By Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14(a) we 
may presume a(xt)<d(Xt+l) for all t. Observe that for any w, ze  
FP((xt)~=l) one must have 2(w)=2(z). (For let w=I~Fx~ and 
z=I I t~Gx~ and let j=max(FwG) .  Then w+Z~+=~+llxt and z+ 
52~_+~+~xt are in SP~((xt)~_~) and m=2(w+~.Jt+~+llxt)=2(w)+ 
j+n  -- 1 j+n -- 1 j+  n -~ 1 
(~t=j+ 1 t) ~ ( Z t  +j+l t )=  ( ) (~t=j÷l  t ) ' )  2 x andre  2z+ x 2z  +2 x 
Now by Lemma 3.11(b) we may pick x t such that a(xt ) -b (x t )> 
a(xl) +2.  By Lemma 3.5 we may presume l(xt)= 1. Consider the product 
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xt .xl, written in base p. F rom position a(xt .x~) to a(xt) we have a copy 
of Xl and from position a(x, ) -  1 to position 0 we have some nonzero digit. 
Thus 2(x~. xl)  > 2(xl), a contradiction. 
Finally case 4. I f  FP((xt)9=l)cAo and FP((yt)~=l)cA1,  then 
SPm((Xt)~=I)~A1L)A3 and SPn((yt)~°=l)~A1 by Lemma 3.15. We 
will assume that SP~((xt)~=I)~A1; otherwise, we are done. Let 
xESPm((Xt)t=l). Hence x has m nonzero digits since FP( (x t ) t= l )cAo  
and we can assume no carrying by Lemma 13.14(a). Therefore, 
SPm((Xt)~=I)~E. But SPn((Yt)t°~_l)~E by (II). | 
We now show that to distinguish SPm((xt)t=l) and SPn((Yt)t=1) a 
two cell partit ion will suffice. More generally we have the following 
Theorem. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let ml ,m 2 .... ,m,. be elements of ~ such that mi#mj  
whenever i #j .  Then there is a partition ~ = 05= i Ai such that whenever 
i,j~{1,2 . . . .  , r}  and (x t )~=l  is a sequence in ~ with SPm,((xt)~=I)~Aj 
one has i =j. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.16 for any i# j  there is a finite partit ion of 
which distinguishes SPmi((Xt)t~l) from SPmj((Yt)~=I) whenever 
SPmi((xt) t~ 1) and SPm:((Yt) t~= 1) are monochrome.  Hence, by taking a 
common refinement, there is a partit ion N= U~=IBt  such that there do 
x ~ and not exist i# j  in {1,2 ..... r}, ~{1 ..... s} and sequences ( t ) ,= l  
( Yt) ,%1 in N with SPmi( xt) t°°= l) U SPmj( yt) ~=l) ~ ac~. 
For  each i~ {1, 2 .... , r -  1} let A i = U{B~: ~ {1, 2, ..., s} and there exist 
co r - -1  (x t )~= a with SPmi((xt) t=a)cB~}. Let Ar=[N\Ui= 1 A i and note that 
A~= U{B~: ~ {1, 2 .... , s} and there exist (x , ) ,~  1 with SPm~((xt)~°=l) 
B~}. Note that by the choice of the B~'s, we have A~ c~ Aj = Z whenever 
i~j.  Then N=UT=IA~.  Let i , j~{1,2  ..... r} and assume we have a 
sequence (Yt ) t~l  with SPm~((yt)~=I)~Aj. Then SPmi((Yt)~=l)~ 
U{B~: ~ {1, 2 ..... s} and B~=Aj}. By Corol lary 2.5 pick (x , )F= , and 
e { 1, 2 .... , s} such that B~ c Aj and SP,~,((xt) ~= 1) c B~. Then B~ ~ A i. 
Therefore i= j  since Aic~Aj# ~.  | 
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